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Abstract

Male infertility has a complex etiology, and many times, the cause is unknown. While routine semen analysis provides an overview of basic semen parameters, such as sperm concentration, motility, viability and morphology, a significant overlap of these parameters has been reported in fertile and infertile men. Moreover, conventional semen parameters do not reveal the cellular or molecular mechanisms of sperm dysfunctions leading to infertility. Therefore, sperm functional parameters, including sperm chromatin integrity, are evaluated to provide information on subtle sperm defects that are not routinely identified. Incomplete or defective sperm chromatin condensation increases the susceptibility of the sperm DNA to oxidative damage or other factors. To evaluate sperm chromatin integrity, different methods with varying degrees of diagnostic and prognostic capabilities are available. Among these assays, SCSA, TUNEL and SCD assays are most commonly used. While these assays rather evaluate the DNA directly for damages, the aniline blue and chromomycin A3 stains test for the quality of chromatin condensation. Thus, this review discusses and compares different methods used to evaluate sperm chromatin integrity and condensation, and their inclusion in the routine evaluation of the male infertility.
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1 \ | \ BACKGROUND

Male infertility is assessed and diagnosed primarily with semen analysis according to the guidelines of the World Health Organization (WHO, 2010). Nevertheless, the fertility status of a man cannot be accurately predicted by semen parameters alone (Patel, Leong, & Ramasamy, 2018). Thus, standard semen analysis is inadequate to conclude if a man is fertile or infertile. Therefore, in order to make a proper clinical diagnosis, it is essential to investigate additional parameters related to sperm functions as these have repeatedly been shown to correlate with the male fertility potential (Barazani, Agarwal, & Sabanegh, 2014; Franken & Henkel, 2010). Apart from acrosome reaction or zona pellucida binding ability, other functional tests include sperm DNA integrity and the quality of chromatin condensation. Although the complex DNA of human spermatozoa is tightly packed and well protected in highly compacted chromatin through the exchange of histones by protamines (Ward, 2010), it is still susceptible to insults which can lead to poor DNA integrity and thereby severely impair fertility (Morris, Ilott, Dixon, & Brison, 2002; Seli, Gardner, Schoolcraft, Moffatt, & Sakkas, 2004; Simon, Zini, Dyachenko, Ciampi, & Carrell, 2017).

Incomplete chromatin packaging leaves DNA exposed to reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are recognised as a major cause of sperm DNA damage (Tremellen, 2008). ROS have not only been widely documented as inducing lipid peroxidation of the sperm plasma membrane (Aitken, 1995; Twigg, Fulton, Gomez, Irvine, & Aitken, 1998), but also as direct cause of sperm DNA fragmentation (SDF) (Bui, Sharma, Henkel, & Agarwal, 2018). Moreover, end products of lipid peroxidation are not only mutagenic, but also geno- and cytotoxic (Esterbauer, 1993; Luczaj & Skrzydlewska, 2003).
High SDF levels negatively affect semen quality and reproductive potential. However, these sperm characteristics cannot be identified by the routine semen analysis. Therefore, several tests for SDF and chromatin condensation measurement have been established. Among these, the most common tests for SDF are the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase deoxyuridine triphosphate (dUTP) nick end labelling (TUNEL) assay, the sperm chromatin dispersion (SCD) assay, the comet assay and the sperm chromatin structure assay (SCSA) (Majzoub, Esteves, Gosálvez, & Agarwal, 2016). To evaluate the quality of chromatin condensation, that is the quality of the exchange of histones by protamines as nuclear proteins, the chromomycin A3 (CMA3), toluidine blue (TB) and aniline blue (AB) stains are most commonly used.

In order to give an overview of the currently available methods and guidelines, this review article critically discusses and compares the methods to test sperm DNA integrity as well as the evidence regarding their efficacy as complementary tests in the workup of male infertility.

1.1 | Overview of semen analysis and its limitations

Routine semen analysis remains the cornerstone of laboratory assessment for male infertility as it provides information regarding spermatogenesis, sperm maturation and individual semen components (WHO, 2010). The latest version of the laboratory manual of the World Health Organization (5th Edition) suggests lower reference limits based on the 5th percentile and provides information about macro- and microscopic semen characteristics. However, the conventional analysis of semen has limited capacity to determine the underlying changes to molecular and cellular processes that play a crucial role in reproductive functions (Lefievre et al., 2007; Oehninger & Ombelet, 2019; Patel et al., 2018). In addition, measurement of standard semen parameters does not provide details on specific sperm defects, which can have a major impact on fertility. Thus, more advanced tests that can analyse defects at cellular and molecular levels are required for a more accurate diagnosis (Guzick et al., 2001).

1.2 | Need for testing of sperm chromatin integrity

1.2.1 | What added value do sperm chromatin integrity tests provide?

Considering the significant limitations of conventional semen analysis, other approaches of sperm function testing have been investigated including sperm DNA integrity and chromatin condensation assays (Aitken, 2006; Esteves & Agarwal, 2011; Lewis, 2013; Oehninger & Ombelet, 2019; Panner Selvam & Agarwal, 2018). These tests incorporate the fact that the fertilisation process is a multifactorial process, for which a sequence of different sperm and oocyte functions must be fulfilled (Amann, 1989; Amann & Hammerstedt, 1993; Henkel et al., 2005). Sperm DNA should not be damaged during spermatogenesis and spermiogenesis in order to ensure proper embryo development. Hence, tests that can identify the specific cause of sperm dysfunctions can potentially improve diagnostic and management of male infertility, while also alleviating the emotional and financial burden to the patient by the need for extensive repeated tests (Barratt, Mansell, Beaton, Tardif, & Oxenham, 2011; Hwang, Lipshultz, & Lamb, 2011).

In this regard, long before increased research efforts were made to investigate the contribution of the DNA integrity, Oehninger et al. (1991) proposed the combination of the hemizona assay and the sperm penetration assay using zona-free hamster oocytes. While the highly predictive value of the hemizona assay has repeatedly been shown (Franken et al., 1989; Vogiatzi et al., 2013), the clinical value of the sperm penetration assay is questionable as it poorly predicts fertilisation outcomes with highly variable predictive values, sensitivity and specificity (Kizilay & Altay, 2017; Mao & Grimes, 1988; Oehninger, Franken, Sayed, Barroso, & Kolm, 2000; Vogiatzi et al., 2013). To make matters worse, both tests are very complex and labour-intensive, and are therefore not practical for routine clinical use.

In this respect, sperm DNA integrity assessment has the highest potential to be included as a complementary test to analyse sperm defects at molecular levels as these tests are easier, quicker and cheaper to perform.

1.2.2 | What are the current guidelines for testing sperm DNA integrity in patients?

Despite having strong evidence supporting the vital role of sperm DNA integrity in human reproduction, clinical indications of SDF testing have not yet been established. The effectiveness of the SDF tests in male infertility was assessed in a number of studies, including systematic reviews and meta-analyses in conjunction with various forms of assisted reproduction (IUI, IVF, ICSI) (Cho & Agarwal, 2017; Cissen et al., 2016; Collins, Barnhart, & Schlegel, 2008; Deng et al., 2019; Esteves, Agarwal, Cho, & Majzoub, 2017; Esteves, Roque, Bradley, & Garrido, 2017; Simon et al., 2010; Simon, Zini et al., 2017; Sugihara, Van Avermaete, Roelant, Punjabi, & De Neubourg, 2020). According to the latest recommendations of the Practice Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (2015), SDF may be a cause of poor reproductive performance of couples, but reproductive outcome data (live birth rate) are too limited to recommend routine evaluation of SDF (Practice Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, 2015). Nonetheless, information about SDF can be clinically informative. These recommendations are based on reports from 2005, 2008 and 2013 (Collins et al., 2008; Greco et al., 2005; Practice Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, 2013). However, more recent analyses confirm the clinical value of SDF testing (Cho & Agarwal, 2017; Deng et al., 2019; Esteves, Majzoub, & Agarwal, 2017a; Esteves, Roque et al., 2017; Simon et al., 2010; Simon, Zini et al., 2017). Recent guidelines of the Society for Translational
Medicine recommend SDF testing as it may influence the clinical management of patients with high levels of sperm DNA damage (Agarwal, Cho, Majzoub, & Esteves, 2017c).

Based on these guidelines, SDF testing has been recommended for infertile patients with varicocele, since men with high-grade varicocele often present with normal semen parameters, while impaired semen parameters often correspond with low-grade varicocele (Cho, Esteves, & Agarwal, 2016; Roque & Esteves, 2018). SDF testing has also been recommended in cases of unexplained infertility, recurrent failures of in vitro fertilisation (IVF) procedures, repeated miscarriages, exposure to factors or inducers of infertility such as drugs, environmental toxicants, radiation, as well as advanced age, smoking, febrile illness and metabolic syndrome (Agarwal, Majzoub, et al., 2016). Although SDF tests were reported to significantly contribute to the management of infertile men, many renowned reproductive societies, such as the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM), the American Urological Association (AUA), the European Association of Urology (EAU) and the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE), still do not officially recommend SDF tests as an adjunct to male infertility assessment.

The details of the suggested SDF test guidelines are tabulated in Table 1.

### TABLE 1 Clinical practice guidelines for sperm chromatin integrity tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDF tests</th>
<th>Neat semen sample is recommended for SDF testing (grade C recommendation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A fixed ejaculatory abstinence before collection of semen sample should be applied (grade C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A standardised protocol with stringent quality control is essential for a reliable SDF testing result (grade B–C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDF threshold reflects the probability on reproductive outcome (grade B–C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indications for SDF testing</th>
<th>SDF testing is recommended in patients with grade 2/3 varicocele with normal conventional semen parameters (grade C recommendation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical varicocele</td>
<td>SDF testing is recommended in patients with grade 1 varicocele with borderline/abnormal conventional semen parameter results (grade C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexplained infertility/IUI failure/ RPL</td>
<td>SDF testing should be offered to infertile couples with RPL or prior to initiating IUI (grade C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVF and/or ICSI failure</td>
<td>Early IVF or ICSI may be an alternative to infertile couple with RPL or failed IUI (grade C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDF testing is indicated in patients with recurrent failure of assisted reproduction (grade C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The use of testicular spermatozoa rather than ejaculated spermatozoa may be beneficial in men with oligozoospermia, high SDF and recurrent IVF failure (grade B–C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borderline abnormal (or normal) semen parameters with risk factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDF testing should be offered to patients who have a modifiable lifestyle risk factor of male infertility (grade C recommendation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Grades of recommendations according to quality of evidence: Grade A, based on clinical studies of good quality and consistency with at least one randomised trial; Grade B, based on well-designed studies (prospective, cohort) but without good randomised clinical trials; Grade C, based on poorer quality studies (retrospective, case series, expert opinion). Modified from Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine (http://www.cebm.net/oxford-centre-evidence-based-medicine-levels-evidence-march-2009/). SDF, sperm DNA fragmentation; IUI, intrauterine insemination; RPL, recurrent pregnancy loss; IVF, in vitro fertilisation; ICSI, intracytoplasmic sperm injection.
that chromatin packaging requires the enzyme topoisomerase II to create and ligate nicks in order to facilitate protamination during spermiogenesis. Failure to exchange histones against protamines during sperm chromatin compaction results not only in poor quality of the chromatin package, but is also closely associated with sperm DNA damage (Manochantr, Chiamchanya, & Sobhon, 2012; Tarozzi et al., 2009), and an incorrect DNA rearrangement may lead to severe DNA damage during the process of protamination (Aoki, Liu, & Carrell, 2005). Consequently, endogenous nicks in ejaculated spermatozoa are indicative for incomplete maturation of spermatozoa during spermiogenesis, resulting in a disturbed chromatin condensation due to an under-protamination. In addition, defects in the generation of disulphide cross links between protamines make spermatozoa more prone to ROS-induced damage and cause a higher rate of SDF (Steele, McClure, Maxwell, & Lewis, 1999).

ROS are major causes of sperm DNA damage (Agarwal & Sengupta, 2020). ROS affect spermatozoa mainly during the transit through the epididymis where they enhance endonuclease and caspases activities, resulting in an increasing rate of germ cell apoptosis (Sakkas & Alvarez, 2010). In this process, pro-apoptotic factors such as BAX or BAD lead to mitochondrial membrane leakage of cytochrome C, thereby activating the intrinsic apoptotic cascades (Shaha, Tripathi, & Mishra, 2010; Steele et al., 1999). Moreover, the Fas receptors on the sperm membrane can activate the extrinsic apoptotic pathway (Agarwal & Said, 2003) by binding to Fas ligand expressed on Sertoli cells’ membrane (Lee, Richburg, Yoonkin, & Boekelheide, 1997). The Fas receptors were found to be expressed

### Comparison of sperm chromatin integrity tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUNEL</td>
<td>Quantifies the enzymatic incorporation of dUTP into DNA breaks. Can be done using optical microscopy, fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry</td>
<td>Sensitive, reliable with minimal inter-observer variability. Can be performed with few spermatozoa</td>
<td>Requires standardization between laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCD or Halo test</td>
<td>Assesses dispersion of DNA fragments after denaturation. Uses optical and fluorescence microscopy</td>
<td>Simple test</td>
<td>Inter-observer variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comet assay</td>
<td>Electrophoretic assessment of DNA fragments of lysed DNA. Uses fluorescence microscopy</td>
<td>Can be done in samples with very low sperm count. It is sensitive and reproducible</td>
<td>Requires an experienced observer. Inter-observer variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCSA</td>
<td>Measures the susceptibility of sperm DNA to denaturation. The test is the flow cytometric version of AO test. Uses flow cytometry</td>
<td>Reliable estimate of the percentage of DNA-damaged spermatozoa</td>
<td>Requires expensive instrumentation (flow cytometer) and high-skilled technicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acridine orange (AO) test</td>
<td>Metachromatic shift in fluorescence of AO when bound to single-strand (ss)DNA. Uses fluorescence microscopy</td>
<td>Rapid, simple and inexpensive</td>
<td>Inter-laboratory variations and lack of reproducibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMA3 staining</td>
<td>CMA3 competitively binds to DNA indirectly visualizing protamine-deficient DNA. Uses fluorescence microscopy</td>
<td>Yields reliable results as it is strongly correlated with other assays</td>
<td>Inter-observer variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB staining</td>
<td>Increased affinity of TB to sperm DNA phosphate residues. Uses optical microscopy</td>
<td>Rapid, simple and inexpensive</td>
<td>Inter-observer variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB staining</td>
<td>Increased affinity of AB dye to lose chromatin of sperm nucleus. Uses optical microscopy</td>
<td>Rapid, simple and inexpensive</td>
<td>Inter-laboratory variations and lack of reproducibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2 | CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF IMPAIRED SPERM DNA INTEGRITY

During the process of spermatogenesis, sperm DNA is intricately condensed and compactly assembled to protect itself from damage. In somatic cells, DNA is draped around histone proteins, while in spermatozoa they are mostly replaced by basic protamines, which ensure a proper condensation (Fuentes-Mascorro, Serrano, & Rosado, 2000; Poccia, 1986), preventing the sperm DNA from undergoing transcriptions and translations (Henkel & Franken, 2011). Protamines are small, highly basic proteins with a high content of cysteine (Krawetz & Dixon, 1988) and allow the DNA to be at least 6 times more condensed than in mitotic chromosomes (Fuentes-Mascorro et al., 2000). This highly compacted chromatin structure in spermatozoa is essential for male fertility as it ensures that the male genome is protected against major insults. Restructuring and rearrangement of the male genome is not easy and problems from torsional stress to the molecule by negative supercoiling can cause problems with the transition from histones to protamines (Balhorn, 1982; McPherson & Longo, 1993). In order to relief this torsional stress, transient DNA double-strand breaks with subsequent resealing take place (Marcon & Boissonneault, 2004; McPherson & Longo, 1992). This supports chromatin rearrangement during displacement of histones by protamines (Chen & Longo, 1996; Hirano, 2002; McPherson & Longo, 1992; Zhao et al., 2004). McPherson and Longo (1992) postulated that chromatin packaging requires the enzyme topoisomerase II to create and ligate nicks in order to facilitate protamination during spermiogenesis. Failure to exchange histones against protamines during sperm chromatin compaction results not only in poor quality of the chromatin package, but is also closely associated with sperm DNA damage (Manochantr, Chiamchanya, & Sobhon, 2012; Tarozzi et al., 2009), and an incorrect DNA rearrangement may lead to severe DNA damage during the process of protamination (Aoki, Liu, & Carrell, 2005). Consequently, endogenous nicks in ejaculated spermatozoa are indicative for incomplete maturation of spermatozoa during spermiogenesis, resulting in a disturbed chromatin condensation due to an under-protamination. In addition, defects in the generation of disulphide cross links between protamines make spermatozoa more prone to ROS-induced damage and cause a higher rate of SDF (Steele, McClure, Maxwell, & Lewis, 1999).
in 10% of infertile men with normozoospermia and 50% with oligozoospermia (Sakkas et al., 1998).

Various other etiologic considerations of sperm DNA damage include exposure to toxins, lifestyle issues (smoking, obesity), replication defects, UV rays, and ionising and non-ionising radiation (Durairajanayagam, 2018; Henkel, 2018; Leisegang & Dutta, 2020; Rehm, Ahmad, & Alshahrani, 2018). Both, single-stranded (ssDNA) and double-stranded (dsDNA) DNA breaks can occur. dsDNA fragmentation is irreversible and are localised at the nuclear matrix with only a few break points. It is conceivable that this type of DNA fragmentation is associated with a lack of DNA repair during meiosis. They can impact on fertilisation and embryonic development, especially after ICSI (Casanovas et al., 2019; Ribas-Maynou & Benet, 2019). In contrast, ssDNA breaks are found in all regions of the DNA, are related to oxidative stress and associated with pregnancy failure using IVF (Simon et al., 2013).

Sperm DNA damage is associated with altered semen parameters, recurrent miscarriages and impaired fertility outcomes both natural and following ARTs as well as the risk of genetic or birth defects (Borges et al., 2019; Deng et al., 2019; Johnson, Dunleavy, Gemmell, & Nakagawa, 2015; Venkatesh et al., 2011; Zini, 2011).

3 | SPERM CHROMATIN INTEGRITY TESTS

Several methods for the determination of sperm DNA damage are available, such as the TUNEL, SCD, comet and SCSA assays, as well as the determination of 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG). To determine the quality of sperm chromatin condensation, staining techniques based on CMA3, toluidine blue and aniline blue, are used and described below (Table 2).

3.1 | Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) assay

In this assay, single- and double-stranded DNA breaks are both labelled with fluorescein-thiocyanate (FITC)-dUTP in a single step staining method before the sample undergoes fluorescence microscopic or flow cytometric analysis. In the TUNEL assay, a template-independent DNA polymerase, the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), adds the FITC-dUTP label to the nicks at the 3’ hydroxyl end of the DNA (Sharma, Ahmad, Esteves, & Agarwal, 2016). Thus, if there are more nicks in the DNA, more FITC-dUTP will be bound resulting in more cells fluorescing with a stronger fluorescent signal, which is then observed in a fluorescence microscope or measured by flow cytometry (Sharma et al., 2016).

There are several commercial kits for the TUNEL assay on the market. Generally, these kits comprise a reaction buffer, TdT, FITC-dUTP and propidium iodide/RNase (PI/RNase) stain. For the flow cytometric method, paraformaldehyde (3.7%) is used to fix approximately 2.5 × 10^6 spermatozoa for 30 min at 4°C. Then, the sample is centrifuged at 300 g for 7 min, the supernatant is discarded and the pellet resuspended with 1ml ice-cold ethanol (70% v/v). Sample tubes can then be stored at -20°C. Negative controls are prepared by not adding the enzyme TdT to the reaction mixture, while the positive sperm controls are prepared by pre-treating the samples with 2% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide for 1 hr at 50°C, in order to actively damage sperm DNA. The sample (50 µl) is then stained for 1 hr by incubating them in the reaction mix, followed by PI/RNase staining for 30 min. Laser excitation for flow cytometry is given by a solid blue laser at 2 wavelengths of 488 nm powered by 20 mW and of 640 nm by 14.7mW diode red laser, respectively. The FL-1 channel measures the green fluorescence (480–530 nm), while red fluorescence (640 nm) is measured in the FL-2 channel. Finally, the percentage of TUNEL-positive cells is calculated using the flow cytometer software.

The sensitivity of SDF measurement using the standard TUNEL assay can be significantly increased by incubating samples in 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) solution for 45 min, followed by formaldehyde fixation. The TUNEL assay protocol was also modified by Mitchell et al. where spermatozoa were incubated with ‘LIVE/DEAD Fixable Dead Cell Stain’ (far red) (Molecular Probes) for 30 min at 37°C to simultaneously assess both DNA integrity and vitality (Mitchell, De Iuliis, & Altken, 2011). Due to the covalent binding between the dye and the amine, this staining is very stable and is not washed out during the TUNEL process. Subsequently, cells are washed three times with culture medium, followed by an additional incubation with DTT to allow simultaneous assessment of both DNA integrity and vitality.

Male infertility laboratories widely use the TUNEL assay for measuring SDF (Baskaran et al., 2019) as it is considered the ‘gold standard’ for SDF testing. The percentage of spermatozoa with fragmented DNA negatively correlates with sperm morphology, motility and concentration (Carrell et al., 2003; Zini, Bielecki, Phang, & Zenzes, 2001). Furthermore, in an ART setting, SDF can be used as a predictor of reproductive outcomes, including fertilization rate in ICSI, pregnancy rate following IUI and IVF and embryo cleavage rate (Benchaib et al., 2003; Duran, Morshedi, Taylor, & Oehninger, 2002; Henkel et al., 2004; Siddhartha et al., 2019; Simon, Zini et al., 2017; Sun, Jurisicova, & Casper, 1997). It provides a scientific understanding of the underlying cause in case of recurrent pregnancy loss (Opuwari, Henkel, & Agarwal, 2019). The predictive threshold of the TUNEL assay with a good to high predictive power depends on the methodology and specific protocol used, with cut-off values varying between 20% and 36% (Benchaib et al., 2003; Henkel et al., 2004; Sergerie, Laforest, Bujan, Bissonnette, & Bleau, 2005). The high specificity of the TUNEL assay aids in the identification of the underlying cause of the infertility in infertile men without SDF (Sharma et al., 2010, 2016). On the other hand, its high positive predictive value helps to confirm that infertile men with positive TUNEL result truly have abnormal SDF that may be the cause of their infertility (Cui et al., 2015).

As any method, the TUNEL assay has its advantages and disadvantages. Generally, the TUNEL assay procedure is time-consuming and labour-intensive, particularly when fluorescence microscopy is
used. In this case, the number of cells that are evaluated (100–200) is relatively low. In contrast, flow cytometry is widely automated, and 10,000 cells can be measured in a short period of time resulting in a higher accuracy. On the other hand, a flow cytometer is expensive and can be cost prohibitive for many laboratories. Results are also significantly influenced by the type of fixation used, incubation time and the fluorochrome used to label fragmented DNA (Muratori et al., 2010). For a bench-top flow cytometer, relatively good quality control parameters with small inter- and intra-observer variations were demonstrated (<8%) which makes this a good option in smaller laboratories where there may not be a single well-trained person who performs the test (Ribeiro et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2010).

3.2 Sperm chromatin dispersion test (Halosperm assay)

The sperm chromatin dispersion (SCD) test analyses the formation of halos resulting from the release of DNA loops after denaturation. These halos arise after treating sperm samples in an agarose gel with an acid solution and lysis buffer. A small or even no halo is produced if the sperm DNA is fragmented. On the contrary, if the DNA is intact, a distinct halo is generated by the DNA looping out (Fernández et al., 2003). The halos can then be observed using a bright field or fluorescence microscope (Fernández et al., 2005).

For the SCD test, sperm aliquots are diluted with PBS to a sperm concentration of 5–10 million/ml. An aliquot of this mixture is then mixed with aqueous agarose (0.65% standard agarose dissolved in PBS at 80°C), and 50 µl are added on a glass slide, covered using a glass coverslip and kept undisturbed horizontally for 4 min to solidify at 4°C. For denaturation, slides are immersed in freshly prepared 0.08N HCl for 7 min at 22°C in dark. Subsequently, slides are transferred to a tray containing a solution (0.4 mol/L Tris, 0.8 mol/L DTT, 1% SDS and 50 mmol/L EDTA, pH 7.5) for neutralizing and lysing the proteins for 10 min at room temperature. This is followed by 5-min incubation in another neutralizing and lysing solution (0.4 mol/L Tris, 2 mol/L NaCl and 1% SDS, pH 7.5) at room temperature. Afterwards, slides are carefully washed for 2 min in Tris-borate EDTA buffer (0.09 mol/L Tris-borate and 0.002 mol/L EDTA, pH 7.5), dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethanol and finally air-dried. For the evaluation in a bright field microscope, slides are stained with Wright’s staining solution and the halos evaluated. In the newer improved version of the SCD test (Halosperm® kit) for use under a fluorescence microscope, slides are stained with 2 µg/ml of DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) (Fernández et al., 2003).

The advantages of the SCD test are that it is fast, the protocol is easy to perform and results are moderately, but significantly correlated to SCDA and TUNEL (r = .70 and r = .66, respectively) (Javed, Talkad, & Ramaiah, 2019; Zhang et al., 2010). This test is also cost-effective as the protocol supports the use of bright field microscopy and has also successfully been used in clinical studies with good predictive power for fertilization and pregnancy after IVF and ICSI (Anifandis et al., 2015; Meseguer et al., 2009; Tandara et al., 2014). The test can also be combined with the simultaneous evaluation of 8-oxoguanine levels, a marker for oxidative DNA damage (Kasai, 1997) by using specific DNA probes (Santiso et al., 2010). Results showed higher levels of 8-oxoguanine in spermatozoa with fragmented DNA, indicating a clear association between these two types of DNA damage. Clinically, the SCD test correlates negatively with ART outcomes, including rates of fertilization and embryo quality, but the result did not show any association with rates of clinical pregnancy or live births (Muriel, Garrido et al., 2006; Muriel, Meseguer et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2018; Velez de la Calle et al., 2008). A meta-analysis by Cissen et al. indicated that the SCD test has poor predictive value for positive assisted reproductive outcome (Cissen et al., 2016).

3.3 Comet assay

The comet assay, also known as the single-cell gel electrophoresis, applies basic principles of permeability and electrophoretic movement of fragmented DNA. The characteristic ‘comet’ appearance is from the stained unwound DNA fragments that form a tail after electrophoretic movement in the agarose gel and gives the test its unique name. Unfragmented DNA, on the other hand, remains in the comet head. It quantifies DNA damage via measurement of displacement between the nuclear genetic material (comet head) and the migrated unwound DNA tail. The length of this tail serves as an index of sperm DNA damage (Simon, Aston, Emery, Hotaling, & Carrell, 2017). The ‘tail moment’ or torsional moment of the tail is obtained by multiplying tail length with the fraction of the total DNA in the tails (Hellman, Vaghef, & Boström, 1995) when visualised using a fluorescent DNA binding dye. The test can be carried out under neutral and alkaline pH conditions. In the neutral comet assay, dsDNA loops migrate as unwound tail from the loosened supercoiled nucleus of damaged cells and the level of DNA unwinding is proportional to the degree of cellular damage (van Kooij et al., 2004). While under neutral pH conditions only dsDNA strand breaks will be determined, the use of alkaline electrophoresis buffer exposes the alkali-labile DNA sites (Simon, Aston et al., 2017) and makes it possible to detect both, ssDNA and dsDNA strand breaks. This procedure increases the test sensitivity, whereas the modified two-tailed comet assay (2T-Comet) can detect ssDNA and dsDNA simultaneously (Cortés-Gutiérrez, Fernández, Dávila-Rodríguez, López-Fernández, & Gosálvez, 2017; Singh et al., 1989). Most SDF tests fail to simultaneously detect and differentiate between ssDNA and dsDNA breaks in the same spermatozoon, while the 2T-Comet represents an exception.

The comet assay can effectively evaluate sperm DNA damage after cryopreservation (Duty et al., 2002) and its results predict embryo development following ARTs, mainly in cases of unexplained infertility (Javed et al., 2019; Morris et al., 2002; Simon et al., 2010; Tomisu, Sharma, & Miller, 2002). Despite the establishment of clinical thresholds for diagnostic purposes (Lewis & Agbaje, 2008; Lewis & Simon, 2010; Shamsi et al., 2010; Simon, Lutton, McManus, & Lewis, 2011; Simon, Zini et al., 2017), this test is a convenient,
sensitive, fast and versatile assay for the quantification and characterization of sperm DNA damage (Enciso, Sarasa, Agarwal, Fernández, & Gosálvez, 2009; Simon, Zini et al., 2017). However, this assay demands a high level of expertise for interpretation of the results based on observations under fluorescence microscopy.

3.4 | Measurement of 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG)

8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) is a by-product of oxidative damage of sperm DNA and a measure of cellular oxidative damage. Owing to its potent mutagenicity, 8-OHdG is the most widely studied marker for oxidative DNA damage (Shen & Ong, 2000).

This assay uses a three-step protocol. In step 1, the sperm DNA extraction step, the cells are washed (10 mmol/L Tris-HCl, 10 mmol/L EDTA, 1 mol/L NaCl, pH 7.0) and lysed (0.9% SDS, 0.5 mg/ml proteinase K and 0.04 mol/L DTT) for 1 hr at 55°C. Sperm DNA extraction is then mediated by chloroform–isoamyl alcohol (12:1 v/v). Following RNA removal with ribonuclease A, the extracted sperm DNA is digested by dissolving in 10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 7.0). In step 2, DNA is enzymatically digested using three enzymes: DNase I, nuclease P1 and alkaline phosphatase. Subsequently, the resultant solution is dried at low temperature and pressure and the sample re-dissolved in deionised distilled water. In Step 3, the sample is analysed using high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). Standard 8-OHdG is used to calibrate the curve for 8-OHdG, and results are reported as 8-OHdG/10^4 dG (Kodama, Yamaguchi, Fukuda, Kasai, & Tanaka, 1997). Alternatively, the detection of 8-OHdG can also be done using immunofluorescent techniques such as fluorescence microscopy or flow cytometry (Cambi et al., 2013).

The 8-OHdG assay can successfully distinguish between fertile and infertile men (Kodama et al., 1997), and the results have been shown to positively correlate with SDF assessed by TUNEL assay (Aitken, De Iuliis, Finnie, Hedges, & McLachlan, 2010) as well as with impaired sperm chromatin remodelling (De Iuliis et al., 2009). The levels of 8-OHdG are reportedly higher in smokers and in infertile patients with varicocele (Ishikawa, Fujioka, Ishimura, Takenaka, & Fujisawa, 2007). Due to its potent mutagenicity, higher levels of 8-OHdG have been associated with miscarriages, foetal malformations or even childhood malignancy (Agarwal, Varghese, & Sharma, 2009; Loft & Poulsen, 1996).

3.5 | Acridine orange

Acridine orange (AO) is a fluorochrome that measures the susceptibility to denaturation of sperm nuclear DNA. This dye intercalates as a monomer in dsDNA and binds as a whole to ssDNA: depending on the type of DNA, a metachromatic shift is observed from green, indicating native supercoiled DNA (dsDNA), to red fluorescence, indicating relaxed-coiled or denatured DNA (ssDNA), if the DNA is fragmented (Hoshi, Katayose, Yanagida, Kimura, & Sato, 1996). The AO test was initially developed as a fluorescence microscopy-based test by Tejada, Mitchell, Norman, Marik, and Friedman (1984).

The semen sample is smeared on a glass slide and fixed with Carnoy’s fixative (methanol: acetic acid: 1:3) for 2 hr, followed by staining for 5 min (0.19 mg/ml AO in 0.08 M citric acid, 12 mM Na2HPO4, pH 2.5) at room temperature. Stock solutions are stored in the dark at 4°C, with the working AO staining solution being prepared daily. After the staining, the slides are rinsed with deionised water, and then examined in a fluorescence microscope and the ratio of (red)/(green + red) fluorescing spermatozoa calculated as DNA fragmentation index (DFI).

Studies show that infertile men have a significantly higher percentage of AO-positive spermatozoa than fertile controls and that men with varicocele have significantly more AO-positive spermatozoa than the infertile group (Talebi, Moein, Tabibnejad, & Ghasemzadeh, 2008). Varicocelectomy resulted in a significant improvement in DNA integrity, thus demonstrating the clinical utility of the AO stain (Zini, Blumenfeld, Libman, & Willis, 2005). Staining of ssDNA is also inversely associated with successful IVF and pregnancy outcomes (Hoshi et al., 1996; Katayose, Yanagida, Hashimoto, Yamada, & Sato, 2003; Virant-Klun, Tomazevic, & Meden-Vrtovec, 2002).

3.6 | Sperm chromatin structure assay (SCSA)

The SCSA is also based on the metachromatic properties of AO and is a flow cytometric adaptation of the fluorescence microscopic AO test. This assay was developed and then further evaluated and standardized by Evenson, Darzynkiewicz, and Melamed (1980), Evenson et al. (1999), Evenson (2016), Virro, Larson-Cook, and Evenson (2004) and Evenson and Wixon (2006) in the 1980s and 1990s.

For this assay, a semen sample (about 13–70 μl) is diluted with TNE buffer (0.01 M Tris-HCl, 0.15 M NaCl and 1mM EDTA, pH 7.4) to attain a concentration of 1–2 × 10^6 spermatozoa/ml. An acid detergent solution (pH = 1.2) (0.1% Triton X-100, 0.08 N HCl, 0.15 mol/L NaCl) is then added to the sperm suspension for 30 s, followed by staining with 6 mg/L purified AO (in phosphate-citrate buffer, pH 6.0). Flow cytometric analysis of the stained sample is then performed (Evenson et al., 1999), and the levels of DNA fragmentation are measured as DFI.

Due to the fact that the SCSA is a standardised assay with a fixed protocol and its results are consistent over a long period of time, the SCSA is widely used by many reproductive medicine units in the andrological workup of male infertility. It has been suggested that a DFI threshold of <30% in semen samples of a subject may not only indicate the potential of initiating in vivo pregnancy (Evenson & Wixon, 2006; Giwercman et al., 2010; Virro et al., 2004), but also for fertilization and implantation rates in IVF (Bungum et al., 2007; Miciński, Pawlicki, Wielgus, Bochenek, & Tworkowska, 2009; Virro et al., 2004). On the other hand, a number of meta-analyses and systematic reviews could not find a predictive value in the determination of the DFI by means of the SCSA, neither in IVF nor in ICSI (Collins et al., 2008; Li, Wang, Cai, & Huang, 2006; Simon, Zini et al. 2017).
et al., 2017). Although the DFI as determined with the SCSA is a promising test to determine sperm DNA damage in male infertility with clinical threshold already established, it is also criticised as it determines the DNA damage after denaturation of the DNA; thus, it determines the susceptibility of the DNA to damage (Henkel, 2007; Tarlatzis & Goulis, 2010). In addition, the method needs expensive instrumentation (flow cytometer) and demands high technical skills.

3.7 Chromomycin A3 (CMA3) assay

CMA3 is an anthraquinone glycoside produced by a specific strain of the bacterium Streptomyces griseus that, in the presence of Mg$^{2+}$, binds to DNA, where it specifically competes for the protamine binding sites through the minor groove of the DNA, thus indicating protamine deficiency in CMA3-positive spermatozoa (Bianchi, Manicardi, Bizzaro, Bianchi, & Sakkas, 1993; Kamiyama, 1968; Lolis et al., 1996).

An air-dried sperm sample is fixed on a glass slide with methanol–glacial acetic acid (3:1, v/v) at 4°C for 20 min and then treated with CMA3 solution (in McIlvaine’s buffer with 10 mmol/L MgCl$_2$) for 20 min. This is followed by rinsing the slide with buffer and then mounting with PBS–glycerol (1:1, v/v). At least 200 spermatozoa on each slide are evaluated using a fluorescence microscope. CMA3-positive spermatozoa (stained bright yellow or bright green) indicate inadequate DNA protamination, whereas CMA3-negative spermatozoa (staining faint yellow or dull green) indicate high DNA protamination (Kazerooni et al., 2009; Manicardi et al., 1995; Zini et al., 2002). CMA3 results negatively correlate with sperm morphology and also with sperm motility and concentration (Franco et al., 2012; Manochantr et al., 2012). In addition, this technique is a potent predictor of IVF outcomes (Esterhuizen, Franken, Lourens, Prinsloo, & Van Rooyen, 2000; Sakkas et al., 1998). The main limitation of this assay lies in inter-observer subjectivity and the fact that only a relatively small number of spermatozoa can be evaluated.

3.8 Toluidine blue (TB) staining

Toluidine blue is a basic thiazine metachromatic dye that specifically binds to acidic cellular components of the tissue. This dye displays high affinity for binding to the phosphate residue of immature sperm DNA (Erenpreisa et al., 2003; Marchesi, Biederman, Ferrara, Hershlag, & Feng, 2010). The method includes fixation of air-dried sperm smears on a slide using 96% ethanol–acetone (1:1) at 4°C for 30 min, followed by hydrolysis using 0.1N HCl at 4°C for 5 min. Slides are then rinsed three times for 2 min. in distilled water. TB (0.05%) (in 50% McIlvain buffer, pH 3.5) is used to stain the smears for 5 min. Subsequently, slides are briefly rinsed with distilled water, blotted on filter paper and dehydrated twice in tertiary butanol for 3 min, followed by xylene treatment. Finally, slides can be mounted and evaluated using a light microscope. Sperm heads with normal DNA integrity are stained light blue, while those sperm heads with damaged DNA are stained violet (Erenpreis, Bars, Lipatnikova, Erenpreisa, & Zalkalns, 2001).

Toluidine blue staining finds applicability in male fertility assessment, as the method has a specificity of 95% and a sensitivity of 42% at a threshold of 45% (Talebi et al., 2008; Tsarev et al., 2009). The method is simple and uses common cost-effective stains. The results also correlate with advanced tests like SCSA and TUNEL used to ascertain SDF (Erenpreiss et al., 2004; Shamsi, Imam, & Dada, 2011).

3.9 Aniline blue (AB) staining

Aniline blue is used to determine chromatin condensation by using an acidic dye with high affinity for lysine-rich histones that are not exchanged by protamines during spermatogenesis. Cysteine/arginine-rich protamines do not stain with AB. Hence, like with CMA3, this method identifies under-protaminated immature spermatozoa, as they contain high levels of histones. The staining method was first described by Terquem and Dadoune (1983).

A smear of semen is prepared on a slide, air-dried and fixed for 30 min in 3% glutaraldehyde in PBS. Then, it is stained in 5% aqueous acidic (pH 3.5) AB solution for 5 min. Excessive stain is washed off under running water and the slides blotted on filter paper. After drying, slides can be mounted. Slides are evaluated using a bright field microscope, a total of 200 spermatozoa are counted and the percentage of aniline blue-positive spermatozoa is calculated. The protocol is simple and requires inexpensive equipment. However, the staining is not always homogenous and can be influenced by the presence of seminal plasma. Therefore, prior washing of the spermatozoa with PBS is often recommended.

Reported cut-off values for fertilisation, cleavage and pregnancy rates vary between 20% (Hammadeh, Steiber, Haidl, & Schmidt, 1998) and 28% (Haidl & Schill, 1994) aniline blue-positive spermatozoa for IVF and 29% aniline blue-positive spermatozoa for ICSI (Hammadeh et al., 1996). Infertile patients show a high percentage of spermatozoa with decondensed and unstable nuclear content (Foresta, Zorzi, Rossato, & Varotto, 1992). However, correlation of these test results with individual sperm parameters is controversial, since blue staining has also been reported in association with normal sperm parameters (Dadoune, Mayaux, & Guihard-Moscato, 1988; Kazerooni et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2013). In asthenozoospermic samples, immature chromatin may or may not be associated with abnormal morphological patterns (Hammadeh et al., 2001; Kodama et al., 1997), while chromatin condensation levels as determined via AB staining can serve as potential predictor of IVF outcomes (Foresta et al., 1992; Wong et al., 2008).

4 Current challenges in sperm chromatin integrity testing

4.1 Limitations of current protocols

The lack of standardization of any chromatin integrity test is one of the primary limitations of SDF tests (Esteves, Agarwal, & Majzoub, 2017). Consequently, there is no international agreement...
on which test is preferred. Moreover, depending on the methodology, some SDF assays show a high degree of inter-individual and inter-laboratory variability. This requires revalidation even when using updated equipment (Sharma, Gupta, Henkel, & Agarwal, 2019). It is further mandatory to conduct these tests at laboratories with suitable equipment, trained technicians as well as internal and external quality control procedures in place (Esteves, Roque et al., 2017).

There is also a principal difference between two major groups of chromatin integrity tests that often causes confusion, (a) tests for chromatin condensation and (b) tests for DNA damage. Tests for chromatin condensation such as the aniline blue, toluidine blue and chromomycin A3 stains evaluate the quality of the packaging and condensation of the DNA due to the exchange of histones as nuclear proteins by protamines; tests for DNA damage measure the DNA damage more directly. These DNA damage tests have to again be separated into two groups: (a) tests measuring a DNA damage and (b) tests measuring potential, that is secondary signs, of DNA damage. While 8-OHdG testing, TUNEL assay and the comet assay under neutral pH conditions belong to the former group, the latter group comprises the SCSA, SCD test and the comet assay under alkaline pH conditions (Henkel, 2007). Furthermore, it is important to differentiate between direct damages to the DNA such as DNA fragmentation or DNA strand breakages, abasic sites, base modifications, DNA-DNA crosslinks or DNA-protein cross links (Aitken, De luliis, & McLachlan, 2009). Each of these different types of DNA damage would have to be determined by a different assay. Yet, only DNA strand breakages/fragmentations are commonly referred to as DNA damage and are usually tested for. Nevertheless, the other DNA damages such as abasic sites or base modifications do not have less biological and clinical importance (Aitken et al., 2009).

Due to these differences, it is challenging to correlate the results obtained from different individual tests (Esteves, Sharma, Gosálvez, & Agarwal, 2014; Feijó & Esteves, 2014). Also, SDF testing methods fail to detect the exact nature and location of sperm DNA damage (Esteves, Agarwal et al., 2017). Apart from the fact that there is no universally agreed upon test, methodology or protocol, different cut-off values for SDF tests have been proposed, but can only be compared to a limited extent.

4.2 | Controversies of sperm DNA fragmentation and its predictive value

There are several limitations which limit the ability of SDF screening to be recommended in case of patients with unexplained infertility, repeated pregnancy loss and poor ART outcomes (Esteves, Roque et al., 2017), despite the fact that sperm DNA damage is common in men with infertility. Sharma et al. (Sharma et al., 2016) had put forth a detailed protocol and quality control measurements of the SDF testing using the TUNEL assay in a study including 95 controls and 261 samples from infertile men. In the study, the positive predictive value was recorded as 91.4% and negative predictive value as 33.1%. Thus, it establishes that elevated SDF levels in men can possibly lead to fertility impairments. Wiweko and Utami (2017) suggested a cut-off of 26.1% for the SCD assay which can differentiate infertile and fertile men, while Lopes, Jurisicova, Sun, and Casper (1998) reported a cut-off value of 25.5% for the TUNEL assay to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful IVF or ICSI outcomes. The SCSA was also studied to establish an association with ART outcomes (Bungum et al., 2004; Richthoff et al., 2002; Virro et al., 2004), while a number of meta-analyses showed no or only poor predictive value for IVF and ICSI outcomes (Cissen et al., 2016; Simon, Zini et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2015). On the other hand, these studies indicated a medium to good predictive power when the TUNEL, SCD and comet assay were performed.

Van de Kerckhove et al. performed the SCD test with a DFI cut-off of 20% for couples who had unexplained infertility and underwent IUI, and reported 42.9% SDF incidence (Van de Kerckhove, De Croo, Gerris, Vanden Abbeel, & De Sutter, 2016). Controversies still exist in the ability of SDF results to predict IVF and ICSI outcomes, since SDF cannot be used as sole predictor for pregnancy outcomes, as innumerable factors influence ART outcomes (Agarwal, Majzoub et al., 2016; Esteves, Roque et al., 2017). Nevertheless, as there is a substantial limitation of available evidence, additional in-depth studies are required to determine the effects of SDF on outcomes of medically assisted reproduction.

Some studies have reported that sperm processing by density gradient centrifugation does not affect DNA integrity (Agarwal, Cho et al., 2017; Bungum et al., 2008; Zini, Nam, Mak, Phang, & Jarvi, 2000). Hence, the sperm preparation protocol should be carefully selected according to the sperm quality of individual patients. In addition, since SDF testing in neat semen samples gives good results with regard to ART outcomes and a high SDF before density gradient centrifugation predicts impaired SDF after semen processing, SDF testing after density gradient centrifugation does not provide additional predictive power (Agarwal, Cho, Esteves, & Majzoub, 2017b).

In infertile men with high-grade varicocele and normal semen parameters, or low-grade varicoceles with abnormal semen parameters, a varicocele repair may be considered. Several studies have shown that higher SDF can also be seen in men with varicocele despite having normal conventional semen parameters (Cho et al., 2016; Esteves, Agarwal, Cho et al., 2017). Following varicocelectomy, a significant decrease in SDF as well as an improvement in the total antioxidant capacity (TAC) has been reported (Abdelbaki, Sabry, Al-Adi, & Sabry, 2017; Telli et al., 2015; Werthman, Wixon, Kasperson, & Evenson, 2008). Consequently, with respect to varicocele, Agarwal et al. proposed guidelines indicating that the recognition of SDF as clinical parameter may significantly alter the clinical treatment offered by fertility specialists in regard to infertile men with varicoceles and normal semen parameters (Agarwal, Cho, Majzoub et al., 2017).

Generally, based on the findings of SDF studies, clinicians may recommend SDF testing for infertile men. However, since there is a lack of strong evidence in respect of the best clinical indications in terms of the identification of the appropriate patient and
5 | INDICATIONS OF SPERM DNA INTEGRITY TESTING

5.1 | Clinical implications of sperm chromatin integrity testing

Evaluating implications of sperm chromatin integrity tests can be complex as the term ‘chromatin integrity’ includes different aspects, namely chromatin condensation and DNA damage, both of which are interrelated. Therefore, it is difficult to correlate ‘chromatin integrity’ with specific processes of defined mechanisms and it would be better to differentiate clearly between chromatin condensation and DNA damage. The different types of DNA damage need to be acknowledged and approached separately. This might be one reason why there is not only confusion, but also no consensus about its clinical value. In addition, confounding factors, such as the lack of clearly defined clinical conditions where SDF or sperm chromatin condensation testing makes sense and should be recommended, contribute to the complexity and interpretation of these test results.

Majzoub et al. conducted a cross-sectional survey on the current practices of fertility specialists from 49 countries and report that 79.6% of the specialists commonly order SDF testing, of which the most frequently used assays are the TUNEL assay and SCSA (both 30.6%). The most common indication for ordering the test was recurrent conventional IVF failure or pregnancy loss after IVF (91.8%). Other indications were the first-trimester natural pregnancy loss and recurrent pregnancy loss following ICSI (85.7% for both).

High cost (46.9%), poor validation (36.7%) and low precision (18.3%) were the most frequently reported reasons for not using SDF testing (Majzoub, Agarwal, Cho, & Esteves, 2017).

Nevertheless, abnormal SDF can be a predictor of male fertility potential, leading to miscarriage, compromised embryonic development or childhood defects (Agarwal, Cho, Majzoub, et al., 2016). Lifestyle modifications such as changes in dietary patterns have been shown to improve DFI, sperm concentration and serum testosterone levels. Antioxidants can also provide beneficial effects on sperm functions, ART outcomes and live birth rate (Busetto et al., 2018; Greco et al., 2005; Majzoub & Agarwal, 2018). In light of these results, additional studies with appropriate methods to assess the value of antioxidant therapy in the management of SDF in infertile men are needed (Alahmar, Calogero, Sengupta, & Dutta, 2020; Izuka, Menuba, Sengupta, Dutta, & Nwagha, 2020; Majzoub, Agarwal, & Esteves, 2017).

5.2 | Clinical relevance with ART outcomes

Effective transmission of genetic information to the offspring requires appropriate sperm chromatin integrity in the form of both normal chromatin condensation and minimal sperm DNA damage. Poor sperm chromatin condensation and poor DNA integrity negatively affect natural fertility as well as ART outcomes (Agarwal et al., 2012; Agarwal, Majzoub, et al., 2016; Esteves, 2016; Esteves et al., 2016; Gosálvez et al., 2014; Kumar, Kumar, Jain, Hassan, & Dada, 2013; Lewis & Aitken, 2005). Several methods have been proposed to determine SDF with no consensus on the type of test or the cut-off value. Yet, the evidence shows that high SDF significantly and negatively impacts fertilization and the possibility of a successful pregnancy. SDF is also positively correlated with extended time of impregnation in first-time couples without infertility (Buck Louis et al., 2014). The chance of a natural pregnancy can be determined with moderate sensitivity and specificity by both SCD and TUNEL assays (Buck Louis et al., 2014; Wiweko & Utami, 2017; Zini, 2011). Increased SDF levels also correspond with decreased IUI success rates (Bungum et al., 2007; Duran et al., 2002). A meta-analysis consisting of 8,068 IVF cycles has shown a significant adverse effect of high SDF on clinical pregnancy following both IVF and ICSI (Bungum et al., 2007). Another meta-analysis of 2,969 couples found a more than twofold probability of miscarriage when semen with a high degree of SDF was used for ICSI (Robinson et al., 2012). Likewise, another meta-analysis of pooled data from 14 studies found a correlation between high SDF and failure rates in ICSI (Zhao, Zhang, Wang, & Li, 2014). Moreover, SDF was significantly higher in couples with repeated...
pregnancy losses compared to fertile controls (Carlini et al., 2017). These observations suggest that SDF tests have the potential to be used as predictor for natural pregnancy as well as for ART outcomes.

6 | FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Professional societies will need to undertake initiatives to re-review the clinical practice guidelines for SDF testing in the evaluation of infertile men. This has begun with the Society for Translational Medicine which was the first to recommend SDF testing (Agarwal, Cho, Majzoub et al., 2017c). In the best interest of the patients, it is essential to identify those patients who can benefit most from SDF testing. Therefore, further well-designed studies will hopefully determine the clinical importance of SDF testing for the evaluation of underlying mechanisms of infertility in men and identify those patients who will benefit. In addition, efforts must be made to standardise the most accurate tests and to reduce the cost. Eventually, rational treatment options must be developed. Currently, these include change of lifestyle, varicocelectomy, antioxidants-based therapy and use of ART.

7 | CONCLUSION

There is strong evidence supporting the inclusion of SDF in the evaluation of the infertile men. The present review article focused on the comparison of tests used for the assessment of sperm chromatin integrity and highlighted the benefits and limitations of each test. Sperm chromatin integrity assessment or SDF tests provides vital information in case of unexplained infertility as well as bear high predictive value in natural and assisted reproduction. Selection of the correct assay among the multiple options for SDF testing relies on several factors such as level of complexity of the protocol, equipment cost, the need for skilled experienced technician and well-equipped andrology laboratory. Proper knowledge of the severity and underlying cause of sperm DNA damage is essential to appropriately offer therapeutic treatments to infertile men. Appropriate treatment will aid success rates of natural conception and ART. The diagnostic and prognostic potential of SDF tests is likely better and more specific than routine semen analysis for the assessment of male fertility status in many cases.

8 | TAKE HOME MESSAGE

- Several assays are available for the evaluation of sperm chromatin integrity and SDF, each having its own advantages and limitations.
- It is essential to compare the features of the SDF tests before selection of a specific test to be performed, in order to obtain the most relevant information.
- The evaluation of the actual causes of sperm DNA damage is vital to offering appropriate therapeutic strategies.
- Cut-off values for SDF tests have been suggested but require greater validation and consensus.
- Strong evidence supports the inclusion of sperm DNA fragmentation in the evaluation of infertile men.
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